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ABSTRACTAs foreign language, English is not easy to learn by the students. One of the basicskills in English is writing activity. For the students, writing activiy is difficult to try.Naturally, they feel confused on the rule, like: grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, andfluency. Some of the students are afraid to expressing their ideas, opinion and argument.This phenomenon makes many students have low scores in writing class. The Englishteachers state the most of the students complain that they do not understand how touseEnglish correctly. They say that learning English is confusing activity. It is caused bythe teaching technique which is applied by them. The English teacher still implementsthe direct method, which places the teacher as a center of the class, while the studentsare less active. The teacher also not makes a good interaction with the students inteaching writing process.In teaching english as forein language in indonesia, teacherscan use lot of teaching methodology. Those teaching methodology can help the studentsto learn english especially in writing. One of the methodology is Community LanguageLearning. Students can express their opinion and argument, when they have some placeand time to share their argument to their classmate. Not only that, by using CommunityLanguage Learning the students can sharing each other, valuing each other,lowering thedefense that prevent interpersonal interaction, reducing anxiety, and constituting asupportive community.After compiling the discussion, can be concluded that, usingCommunity Language Learning in teaching writing for the first semester of BudhiDharma University proven well. In using this metholodogy, the writing students can beable to write critically, correctly and brave to express their feeling. CLL is valuablemethod for teaching writing in the first semester.
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A. INTRODUCTIONAs foreign language, English is not easy to learn by the students. One of the basicskills in English is writing activity. For the students, writing activiy is difficult to try.Naturally, they feel confused on the rule, like: grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, andfluency. Some of the students are afraid to expressing their ideas, opinion and argument.This phenomenon makes many students have low scores in writing class. The Englishteachers state the most of the students complain that they do not understand how touse English correctly. They say that learning English is confusing activity. It is caused bythe teaching technique which is applied by them. The English teacher still implementsthe conventional methods, such as direct method, and grammar translation methodwhich places the teacher as a center of the class, while the students are less active. Theteacher also not makes a good interaction with the students in teaching writing process.
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Many students are reluctant to write because they have had little positiveexperience doing so and the students are afraid of using incorrect spelling, or of writingactivity the beginer writers should encouraged to focus on the meaningof what thestudents want to say rather than the form so the students can begin to develop theircontent composition. Students in university are expected to compose scientific writingrather than senior high school students, even several students didnt learn more aboutwriting in their previous school. Based on the writing syllabus of the first semester; theyare able to understand the concept of writing good sentences and good a paragraph;they are able to identify and differentiate words, phrases, clauses and sentences; theyare able to recall their Grammar-Structure’s knowledge and implement to write correctsentence based on the patterns given; they are able to know the parts of aparagraph;they are able to understand the correct punctuation, topic sentences andcontrolling ideas; the students are able to pour their imagitaion into the written formscompletely. Writing in university level need more practice and practice. They also needone place to build their habit in writing activity. They can increase their critical thinkingto pour their opinion and argument in their writing. Critical thinking is a lot more thanmerely following a format for construing a paper, "challenging assumptions," andobserving "different perspectives," to name a couple of biggies. It is still all a matter ofwhat and how - the important, elusive dimensions rooted in values and abilities. Youcould for instance follow the pattern below and still praise some proto-Nazi perspective.The writer observe one method that suitable for the students to construct andbuild their sefl confidence and their critical thinking in writing by using CommunityLanguage Learning. Community Language Learning (CLL) is the name of a methodintroduced and developed by Charles A. Curran and his associates. Curran was aspecialist in counseling and a professor of psychology at Loyola University in Chicago. Itis no doubt that this method has been inspired by the application of psychologicalcounseling techniques to learning, which is called Counseling-Learning. CommunityLanguage Learning represents the use of Counseling-Learning theory to teach foreignlanguages. If the term "counseling" is traced back, it refers to the idea that there is arelationship between a counselor and a client(s). The counselor gives advice, assistanceand support to his/her clients, who have a problem(s). In Community Languagelearning this kind of relationship is considered basic to learning a foreign language. Theteacher functions as the counselor and the learners as his/her clients. Since CLL sees alanguage learner as the whole person, including his/her psychological aspects such asemotions and feeling, CLL techniques are also described as humanistic techniques. Thattechnique delieved can help the teacher and student to develop their critical thinking.One big question of this research “ Can the CLL Develop students critical thinking intheir writing?” in order to answer that question and that case the writer makes thisarticle which entiteld Community Language Learning Method to Develop StudentsCritical Thinking in Writing Skill. This study aims to help students in writing activities.By using Community Language Learning, it is expected students can write paragrapheasily and explore their mind with scientific
B. THEORETICAL REVIEW
1. CLL The concept of "community" has been used in this method because when suchrelationship mentioned above is applied specifically to groups with the task of learninga second language, a very special kind of community-involvement results. Languagelearners and their language teacher build an intense atmosphere of warmth. This kindof security and support from one another in the group is really typical in this method
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and almost the exact opposite of the atmosphere in the schooling setting. The languagelearners never feel isolated and alone because everybody belongs to the group andeverybody sits in a "community" and senses positive regard of everyone else (Curran,1976:1). CLL represents an attempt to put the insights from psychology to work in theteaching and learning of foreign languages. The method emphasizes on "community"learning, as opposed to individual learning as some other traditional teaching does. Ifthe concept of counseling and its application in Community language learning arecompared, the language teaching tradition of CLL represent the underlying concepts ofthe client-counselor relationship in psychological counseling (Richards and Rodgers,1986: 114 and 2001).Table 1. Differences Psychological and CLLNo Psychological counseling Community LanguageLearning1 Client and counselor agreeto counseling Learner and knower (teacher)agree to language learning2 Client articulates his/herproblems in language ofaffect Learner presents to theknower (in L1) a messagehe/she wishes to deliver toanother3 Counselor listens carefully Knower listens and otherlearners overhear4 Counselor restates clientmessage in language ofcognition Knower restates learner'smessage in L25 Client evaluates theaccuracy of counselor'smessage restatement Learner repeats the L2message form to its addressee6 Client reflects on theinteraction of counselingsession Learner replays (from tape ormemory) and reflects upon themessage exchanged during thelanguage classThe procedure of CLL above, which has been developed from the concepts ofcounseling psychology, is not easy to understand and implement in language classes.Language teachers have to develop the principles of CLL by considering conditions andsituations where language learners are learning a foreign language. The procedure maybe developed in different ways, depending on the culture, the proficiency level, and theclassroom setting. Language learners from different cultures seem to have differentways of acquiring a foreign language. A language teacher's behavior also adapt to theculture of the language learners. Some behavior of a language teacher in learning-teaching process is welcome in a certain culture but may not be proper in anotherculture. Ways of teaching are also different among students of different levels due todifferent ways of learning. The suggested procedure may be easily implemented inlanguage classes in Western countries, which consists of fewer students than those inAsian countries, particularly in Indonesia. Even though different procedures of languageteaching may exist, CLL has basic principles as proposed by Curran (1976: 28-30). Thebasic principles represent the steps of learning a foreign language..
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2. Stages in CLLLearners go through 5 stages in their learning process.1. “Birth” stage: feeling of security and belonging are established. Dependence onthe knower as learners has little or no idea of the target language.2. “Self stage”: As the learner’s ability improve and starts to get an idea of howlanguage works, they achieve a measure of independence from the parentalthough they still seek help from the knower.3. “Separate existence”: Learners can speak independently.4. “Adolescence”: The learners are independent although they are aware of gaps intheir knowledge and feel secure enough to take criticism and being corrected.5. “Independence”: Complete independence from the knower. The child becomesan adult and becomes the knower.
3. CLL classHere is what you may find in a CLL class:1. Students determine content.2. Clients/learners establish an interpersonal relationship and trust in their nativelanguage.3. They sit in a circle with the teacher/counselor on the outside of the circle.4. Learners start a conversation.5. Learners speak in their native language.6. The counselor provides translations and explanations.7. Learners repeat the utterances as accurately as they can.8. The conversation goes on and may be taped for later use.
4. Characters of Critical Thinking in WritingWhen the teacher applied the critical thinking in writing class, there are someseveral consideration characters in critical thinking to get the target successful.There are:
I.Identify the basics of the topicThis is the introduction to your paper. Present the importance of the issue, outlinecontext and potential ramifications. End your intro with a paragraph providing anoverview of the following paper.
II.Analyze the materialAnalysis may be employed in different ways using different methods. Define yourconcepts and discuss your method. Analysis is about examination and synthesis:investigating components, identifying their qualities, strengths, and weaknesses,and connecting those in a coherent manner, demonstrating their relevance andimportance for the whole. Always question content and relevance!
III.Address different perspectivesConsider different viewpoints on the material. Never assume a certain perspectiveto be self-evident and obvious. Different analytical perspectives may revealdifferent ideas and understandings of the same event or idea. This analyticaldimension requires examination and critique of scholarly opinions on yourmaterial.
IV.Examine contextsIdentify and assess assumptions and ideological perspectives to be found inhistorical and social contexts. Interpretation is also conditioned by your ownassumptions, cultural, and ideological bias. Analysis and interpretation is ultimatelyabout disclosing and examining such contextually determined points of view.
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V.Identify own positionYour own opinion on the material in opposition to those of other sources, may bepresented in a particular section, for instance after your objective analysis of thematerial and your discussion of different perspectives. You may also choose toinject your voice as a discussant throughout your paper. This is most effectivelydone in an objectifying manner without continuous use of the pronouns "I" and"my."
VI.ConclusionConsider the importance of your findings and their implications. Tie all stringstogether in an overview. Emphasize the qualities and importance of yourinvestigation, and briefly outline directions for further study.
5. Advantages and Disadvantages CLL in Writing
a. Advantages of CLL in Writing1. CLL is an attempt to overcome the threatening affective factors in EFL and ESL.2. The counselor allow the learners to determine type of conversation and toanalyze the language inductively3. The student centered nature of the method can provide extrinsic motivation andcapitalize on intrinsic motivation.
b. Disadvantages1. The counselor/teacher can become too non directive. Students often needdirections.2. The method relies completely on inductive learning. It is worthwhile noting thatdeductive learning is also a viable strategy of learning.3. Translation is an intricate and difficult task. The success of the method relieslargely on the translation expertise of the counselor.
C. Research MethodIn the research, the writer usedClassrom Action Research, CAR is one of themethod used in doing an activities in the classroom.This study is usually used torevise method or a curriculum in order to make it better. Related to the researchsubject, the population of this research was first semester on Basic Writing Subjectstudents at Buddhi Dharma University which consist 23 students.Before the writerdid the research, writer digs informationby asking the students writing skillbackground since they learn english from Senior High School. The students writingskill was in medium level, in university level the students have to explore theiropinion scientific and logically. Therefore, the writer took CAR as the research fortheir improvement in their writing skill.In this research, the writer will use somekind of instrument to collect the data. That are; Observation List - ObservationChecklist, Field Note, Questionnaire and Documentation. Observation involveswatching or listening the students to carry out aspect activity or respond to a givensituation. So, in this research the writerinclude the observation checklist andobservation list. The observation was criteria of the students behavior to define thestudent’ improvement and students’ respond about during the process of theresearch. There were about presence, the students’ attention to the teacher, thestudents’ cooperation, the students’ self confidence and the students’ understanding.Field notes was used to notes the students behavior and everything happen in theclassroom that out of the observation checklist table. It was record the meanings thatstudents attach to their behavior. How they interpret situations, and what theirperspectives are on the process of teaching and learning.The writer collected the
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information from the students related to the implementation Interview Technique.The both showed the activities of teaching and learning process teaching writing byCLL to develop students critical thinking. The test was used to record the studentsscore in develop students critical thinking in writing. In this research, the studentswill discuss and argue their mind in writing class. Thewriter takes a picture andvideo as documentation of this research.
D. RESULT AND DISCUSSION1. Result of Researcha. Cycle 11) Planning StageIn the planning, the writer has prepared important things for support thisresearch. Before did it, the writer asked writing lecturer to do collaboration inthis research. The lecturer as an observer and the writer as a teacher.The writer prepared observation checklist and form field note as tool tocollect the data. 9 for lecturer and 9 for students. Field note use for make a noteof activities in the class. Not only that, the writer so prepare scoring rubric forassess student’s critical thinking in writing.2) Acting StageActing stage in Class Action Research is the main stage, where the lecturerand students did teaching and learning process. In other word, writer was able toapply Community Language Learning in learning process to improve student’scritical thinking in writing. CLL has done in Thursday on July 6th 2017. Time forBasic Writing Class was 90 minutes. In teaching and learning process divide into3 activities. That were; pre-activity, while activity and post activity.In pre-activity, the writer was given some questions which related thematerial. It was to knowing student’s brainstorming. Almost of students cangiven clear statement in writing pre activity, and then writer explain her purposeand the goal from learning about the interview.Whilst-activity is a main activity in learning. In whilst activity dived into3 activities. That were; first, writer convey the material. “Birth” stage: feeling ofsecurity and belonging are established. In that stage the students tried tointroduced and known their ability. Dependence on the knower as learners haslittle or no idea of the target language. In that stage, the students tried to findsomeone who are able to produce the word in writing easily. Second, “Selfstage”: As the learner’s ability improve and starts to get an idea of how languageworks, they achieve a measure of independence from the parent although theystill seek help from the knower, in that stage the student push themsleves toproduce new words in writing. Third, “Separate existence”: Learners can speakindependently,in that stage the students brave to write paragraph based on theirmind and argument.Fourth,“Adolescence”: The learners are independentalthough they are aware of gaps in their knowledge and feel secure enough totake criticism and being corrected, the students brave give command andcorrection of their friend paragraph. Fifth, “Independence”: Completeindependence from the knower. The child becomes an adult and becomes theknower, the students brave to write pargraph with scientific and logical reason.Post activity is the last activity in learning process and then the writergiven opportunity to students to convey their difficulties while learning process.
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3) Observing StageObserving stage is important part in class room action research where thecollaborator did observed teaching and learning process. In this research thecollaborator used observation checklist and field note as a tool to collect the data.The observation checklist use for observed expected activities: meaning all thestatement in observation checklist were the activities which were expected bythe writer to be observed in order to see the students’ improvement. Meanwhile,field note used for record unexpected activity or the activities which were notconsidered to happen. And then, a lecturerin the class as a collaborator did theentire observation.The result from observation checklist and field note were almost ofstudents follow the class actively and pay attention the material, only twostudents who did not follow the class actively. Some of students given respond tothe question and asked to writer related the material. All of the students did CLLactivities with their mates. But almost of students were shy give their argumentin paragraph. They are still afraid to write and keep silent because they were notconfident.Based on observation checklist and field note the collaborator describedabove, it could be concluded that the overall students’ writing skill was good, butthey still afraid and shy to give their result of writing. The categories of the scoreconsisted Grammar, Vocabulary, and Content.4) Reflecting StageReflecting stage was the last stage in cycle of Class Room Action Research.It was done by discussing the Planning, Acting and Observing stages between theteacher and the collaborator. From the three stages that had been done thewriter and collaborator found the solution of problem and the weakness whichhave been in cycle 1. Both of the writer and teacher made summary of theproblems, and found the solution in order to correct the mistakes and improvestudents’ writing skill.In this cycle, the writer and collaborator found the problem on student’swriting. Most of students understood the material. But it was hard for them tomake direct sentence in English related the material. They know what to say, butthey did not know how to say write in English. They were not confident to writeand afraid making of mistake. it make them gave short answer.b. Cycle 2
1) Planning StageBased on the result of reflection in the first cycle, the writer andcollaborator found some problems, the problems were; students got difficulty todeliver their message in English sentence where the question had to related thematerial, students known what they had to do but they did not how to write inEnglish, students were not confident to write English and afraid make mistakesso they just given short question and answer.Then, the writer and collaborator try to cover what had happened inprevious meeting. The writer was prepared the lesson plan, observationchecklist and field notes. In order to make presentation of the material becomemore attractive, the lecturer was decided to used power point and preparedsome draw of Indonesia figure for they description. The aim of that wasencourage students to have understanding about the material. And then to helpstudents to more understood about the topic was given.
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2) Acting StageThe acting stage conducted on Thursday, July 13th 2017. On that day, all studentswere present. The writer as teacher used lesson plan while English teacher at theschool as collaborator wrote all process happened by filling observation checklistand field note. The teaching and learning process was divided into 3 activities;pre-activity, whilst activity and post activity.In pre-activity, the writer greet the students and asked student’s condition. Then,the writer given some questions that related the material. It was to knowstudent’s brainstorming. The writer show on power point and given question.Almost of students have responded writer’s question well. Some students havedone give long answer but not yet clear.Whilst-activity, is a main activity in learning. In whilst activity dived into 3activity. That were; first, writer convey the material. Second, students did theirtask. Third, students write paragraph. In the first activity, the writer hasexplained the material about develop good paragraph. The students payattention to listen writer’s explain but there were some students still passive. Formade the situation more alive the writer given stimulation by some questions.There were students just answer yes or no and also there were students givenlong answer but that was not clear. Almost of students were still shy and confuse.The next activity the writer asked students to made groups, the group consistedof two students. There was no changing to the previous group. Then, the writerexplained the technique and how they should do in pair work. The writer alsoshowed an example of good paragraph and how the students can develop goodparagraph with critical thinking.Post activity is the last activity in learning process and then the writergiven opportunity to students to convey their difficulties while learning process.
3) Observing StageDuring process of teaching and learning was implemented by CLL method, thelecturer as collaborator did entire observation; observation checklist and fieldnotes. The result of observation checklist and field notes were almost of studentsfollow the activity actively, given good respond and there were not active toasked and felt shy to follow activity of developing their critical thinking inparagraph.Based on observation checklist and field note the collaborator explained above, itcould be concluded that over all writing skill of students were not be maximal. Italso can be seen from student’s score. The categories of the score consisted ofgrammar, vocabulary, and content.
4) Reflecting StageReflecting stage was the last stage in cycle of Class Room Action Research.It was done by discussing the Planning, Acting and Observing stages between theteacher and the collaborator. From the three stages that had been done thewriter and collaborator found the solution of problem and the weakness whichhave been in cycle 2. Both of the writer and lecturer made summary of theproblems, and found the solution in order to correct the mistakes and improvestudents’ speaking skills.In this cycle, the writer and collaborator found the problem on student’swriting. There was student who did not given respond of CLL method in writingactivity. She look like not interested with the activity. Almost of students who didnot given questions related the material and they looked shy because they werenot confident.
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c. Cycle 3
1) Planning StageThe plan for cycle 3 made based on observed and reflection previous in cycle 2.The writer prepared lesson plan, media and material of learning. Some changesto improve the weakness in process learning and teaching in cycle 2. Theme forevery cycle was different,in the cycle 3 it was about develop their criticalthinking in a paragraph. Then the writer was given example critical thinkingparagraph. The aim for motivate and encourage students to write before themain activity begun. The writer also prepared form of observation checklist, fieldnote and questioner.
2) Acting StageAfter the planning was done, the acting stage have done on Mei 5th 2016. The writeras a teacher used the lesson plan and the teacher as collaborator observedactivities student’s speaking skill and process of learning teaching with fill theobservation checklist and field note. The process of teaching and learning divideinto 3 activities, that were; pre-activity, while-activity and post-activity.In pre-activity, the writer greeting to all students and asked about their condition.Then, the writer given questions that related the material as brainstorming toknown student’s knowledge. The writer showed power point and and paragraphthat related the material. And the writer also given questions that related withthe paragraph. Almost of students given good respond and they did not giveshort answer like yes or no, it mean they given answer complicatedly.Whilst-activity was the main activity in process teaching and learning. Thisactivities divided into 3 part, that were; first, the writer prepared the material.Second, the students did their task. Third, the student showed their paragraph. Inthe first activity, the writer explain material of develop critical thinking inaparagraph, that the writer divide students into a group, the group consist of twostudents and there was no change from previous cycle. Then, the writer showedexample of critical thinking paragraph.In the second activity, the students didtheir task with their pair. The writer given theme of critical thinking paragraphand they must made a paragraph same as the example was given. The writer alsowent around group to group then the students come front of to show theirperformance. All of students follow it although there were not confident and littleafraid in write critical thinking paragraph.Post-activity, this was the last activity on process learning activity. in thisactivity, the writer given opportunity to all students to convey their difficulties inprocess teaching and learning. In this cycle the students more active andattentive than in previous cycle.
3) Observing stageDuring process learning and teaching that implementing trough interviewtechnique. The lecturer as collaborator did observed; observation checklist andfield note. The result of the both were good progress. And the writer as lecturergiven form of questioner it was for knowing student’s opinion about activity ofCLL method to develop students crtitical thinking. Almost of students haveopinion if CLL method was able to increase their critical thinking in writing skilland they also said if the CLL method made they more chummy with their friend,All of students were active and given good respond, the students also did activity
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of CLL method with their pair, the students was not shy to did write paragraph,the students was not afraid and enjoy did the all activities.The result of the activity was better because almost of students showed theirprogress in individual score. The categorize of their performance were;grammar, vocabulary, and content.
4) Reflecting StageBased on the result of third cycle, the lecturer and the collaborator concluded thatthe cycle 3 had been successful. So, they were able to express their criticalthinking in writing skill with CLL method and the students’ mean score wasimproved. More importantly, the problem happened in the cycle 1 and cycle 2had been able to be minimize in the cycle 3. Also, the teaching learning processwas better than the cycle 1 and cycle 2. It meant that the cycle could be stopped.This classroom action research was conducted in three cycles. Each cycleconsisted of planning stage, observing stage, and reflecting stage. The acting stagewas conducted in one meeting that was performed during the teaching learningprocess. While doing teaching learning process, the writer needed the collaboratorto observed what was happening in the classroom and to take some notes. Thepresence of collaborator was to minimize the subjectivity of the writer whileinterpreting the data. The data was collected in the observation checklist table fieldnotes and questioner.In conducting the cycle 1, the writer focused on the improvement ofstudents’ individual score. In this cycle, some of students show improvement andsome of students got test score lower. The research finding showed that students’mean score in the first cycle was 62,75 and qualified into average.In the cycle 2, the students mean score was increasing to 74,53 and qualifiedinto average to good. In this cycle, 7 students show improvement and 11 studentsstill got lower score.In the cycle 3, all the students show their improvement in their score. Thestudents mean score was increasing to 85,19 and qualified into good to excellentThis result was supported by the improvement of students’ individual score. Afterobserving the process and interpreting the data, the writer and the collaboratordecided to stop the actions because the data showed that the indicators of successwere fulfilled.The result indicated that the students’ writingspeaking skill was gettingbetter in every cycle. The improvement that was gained in the classroom wasconsidered as the result of treatment. In conclusion, the research finding of theclassroom action research was satisfying. Based on the research finding above, itwas indicated that the achievement of the students were influenced by the processof teaching learning. In other word CLL method helped and develop students’critical thinking in writing skill Therefore, the writer argued that CLL method todevelop students critical thinking in writing skill.
E. CONCLUSIONCommunity Language Learning is the most responsive of the methods which isreviewed in terms of its sensitivity to learned communicative intent. It is applied invarious settings; it is used as an aid for language learning, under the radar,academically. The value of CLL has been its emphasis on whole-person learning; therole o a supportive, non-judgmental teacher; the passing of responsibility forlearning to the learners. The lecturer must also be relatively non-directive and must
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be prepared to accept and even encourage the adolescent aggression of the learneras he or she strives for independence
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